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Mr. Manish Dabkara, CMD and CEO — EKI Energy Services Ltd. (EKI), said, “We are delighted to 

report yet another stupendous performance. The commendable growth in both our top-line as 

well as bottom-line is a result of the team’s continued endeavour to deliver the best services to 

our customers. We achieved many milestones in the year 2022 and as we gear up for 2023, we 

promise to continue the momentum and empower the planet’s journey to net-zero.” 

The company recently unveiled a new brand identity and embarked on an enhanced journey to 

build a greener future with its new brand positioning of “Steering the planet to net-zero”. The 

new logo embraces green and blue colors of nature, sky and oceans to represent the globe and 

zero to symbolize the brand’s stride to net-zero. The company also committed to become net- 

zero by the year 2030 and also defined a target to mobilize up to 1 billion credits within the next 

5 years (by 2027). 

In line with its strong focus on community development, EKI also established a subsidiary - GHG 

Reduction Technologies Private Ltd. to strengthen the backward integration of credit supply 

chain through its Green cooking initiatives which replaces traditional cook stoves with Improved 

Cook Stoves (ICS) across rural homes. The subsidiary commenced operations of its Nashik plant 

for the manufacturing of the efficient cook stoves in April 2022. The plant has a capacity to 

manufacture 1.2 million+ ICS per year. The Company will also take new initiatives in community 

based projects in foreseeable future. 

The company also joined hands with Shell Overseas Investments B.V. (The Netherlands) for the 

implementation of Nature based Solutions in India. The joint venture will work on the 

conservation, enhancement and restoration of natural ecosystems — such as forests, agriculture, 

grasslands, wetlands and blue carbon. It will invest into the projects and claim carbon credits. 

In addition, the brand also strengthened its global presence with new offices in Dubai and 

Switzerland. EKI also launched a new sustainability arm for an increased focus on designing 

uniquely customized climate action plans for companies globally. The company also bagged a 

contract from Indore Smart City Development Ltd. (ISCDL) as the carbon credit service provider 

for its aggregator business model. 

The company today offers employment opportunities to a global team of 200+ professionals 

across 14+ countries. In addition, its carbon reduction projects offer indirect employment 

opportunities especially in rural locations enabling them to improve their livelihoods. 

About EKI Energy Services Ltd: EKI Energy Services Ltd. is a premier Carbon Credit Developer & 

Supplier across the globe. Founded in 2008, the Bombay Stock Exchange listed company has 

been passionately working towards rehabilitating planet Earth to a future of net-zero carbon 

emission. EKI offers sustainable solutions for climate change and carbon offsets with global 

standards like CDM, VCS, Gold Standard, GCC, IREC, TIGR and others. With an aim to contribute 

to the development of a climate resilient global economy, the company offers strategic solutions 

to businesses and organizations globally to achieve their climate ambition. The company has 

2500+ clients across 40+ countries worldwide and has supplied over 180+ million offsets as on 

date. 
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Safe Harbor Statement 

Any forward-looking statements about expected future events, financial and operating results of the 

Company are based on certain assumptions which the Company does not guarantee the fulfilment 

of. These statements are subject to risks and uncertainties. Actual results might differ substantially 

or materially from those expressed or implied. Important developments that could affect the 

Company’s operations include a downtrend in the industry, global or domestic or both, significant 

changes in political and economic environment in India or key markets abroad, tax laws, litigation, 

labour relations, exchange rate fluctuations, technological changes, investment and business 

income, cash flow projections, interest, and other costs. The Company does not undertake any 

obligation to update forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date 

thereof.


